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The need for efficient, cheap, and durable semiconductors for photovoltaic and optoelectronic
applications has spurred a number of dramatic recent developments in semiconductor quantum
physics. Aided by advanced synthetic and characterization techniques, the development of high-
quality, nano-structured, tunable materials has resulted in the observation of many novel phenom-
ena. The goal of this thesis is to develop and apply methods in theoretical condensed matter science
to the study of these promising materials.
In Chapter 1 I explore methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3), a paradigmatic hybrid organic-
inorganic perovskite system. To explain charge carrier dynamics in this material, I develop a mi-
croscopic tight-binding model. The average band structure is calculated and the magnitude of
the temperature-dependent band gap opening and Urbach energy is quantified. The charge car-
rier mobility is calculated within a linear response formalism and its temperature dependence is
characterized. Overall, the fully ab initio model is found to explain several non-trivial experimen-
tal phenomena while making minimal assumptions concerning the nature of the electron-phonon
coupling and the character of the nuclear motion in these materials.
In Chapters 2 and 3, I turn to the subject of atomically-thin transition metal dichalcogenides.
I improve upon past variational calculations of exciton and trion binding energies in these mate-
rials by applying diffusion Monte Carlo to exactly calculate exciton, trion, and biexciton binding
energies within an effective few-body Hamiltonian. Carriers are assumed to experience two-body
interactions of the Keldysh type that have been parameterized previously from electronic structure
calculations. The structures of the exact ground state wavefunctions are calculated and compared
to those of the previous variational trial wavefunctions. Next, I calculate the doping dependence of
the rate of exciton and trion elastic scattering with free electrons within first-order time-dependent
perturbation theory. The calculation provides the first theoretical estimate of the intrinsic trion
linewidth in these materials.
Finally, in Chapter 4, I study variants of the GW approximation to the one-particle Green’s
function for calculating correlation energies and spectral weights for the three-dimensional ho-
mogeneous electron gas. By relating the cumulant generating function to the improper GW self-
energy, I develop a new cumulant-basedGW approximation. The approach is compared to existing
methods first via solution of a simple linearly-coupled electron phonon model and later through
application to the electron gas problem.
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CHAPTER 1
CARRIER DYNAMICS AND ABSORPTION FEATURES IN HYBRID
ORGANIC-INORGANIC PEROVSKITES
1.1 Introduction
Hybrid organic-inorganic lead halide perovskites have emerged in the last decade as a promis-
ing alternative to traditional silicon-based semiconductors. Whereas silicon-based photovoltaic
devices require expensive fabrication processes to generate crystal structures with minimal de-
fects, the solution-based synthesis of perovskites is cheap and facile, allowing for micron-sized
crystals to be grown directly from a solution comprised of abundant materials [1, 2, 3, 4]. In spite
of these advantages, perovskite materials are able to suppress many of the efficiency losses that
plague organic and dye-sensitized solar cells [2]. Indeed, conversion efficiencies of perovskite
photovoltaic devices have increased dramatically from 3.8% in 2009 to over 20% in recent years
following straightforward alterations in the synthetic process [3, 4]. In addition, high luminescence
yields and facile visible spectral tunability via variation of the material’s halide composition make
perovskites promising candidates for light-emitting diode and lasing applications [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
A number of intriguing qualities related to their soft and dynamic structure make perovskites
quite different from other crystalline inorganic semiconductors and serve to highlight their unique-
ness. First, the material undergoes two first-order phase transitions: a low-temperature transition
from an orthorhombic phase to a tetragonal phase near 160 K and a phase change near room tem-
perature from the tetragonal phase to a cubic phase that results in a large decrease in resistivity in
the high-temperature material [10, 11]. The observation of octahedral tilting even in single crys-
tals has been linked to the material’s interesting phase behavior and to properties of charge carrier
dynamics [12]. In addition to these unusual structural properties, perovskites possess a rich collec-
tion of strongly anharmonic acoustic and optical phonons [13, 14, 15]. Halide shuttling between
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lead atoms occurs on the timescale of about half a picosecond while cation rotation (in the case of
a methylammonium lead-halide perovskite) and reorganization lead to dynamic reshaping of the
cation cage on slightly longer timescales [16, 11, 15].
These soft, anharmonic vibrational motions are suspected to strongly influence charge carrier
dynamics. First, the local polar fluctuations in both Cs and MA perovskites are thought to lengthen
the charge carrier lifetimes [13]. Octahedral tilting has also been suggested as a mechanism un-
derlying long carrier lifetimes [12]. On the other hand, the large-amplitude motion and strong
electronic coupling to phonon modes is known to be the dominant factor in limiting charge carrier
mobilities via the temperature dependence of the mobilities, although there is disagreement over
whether coupling to acoustic or optical phonons is more important [15, 17]. In recent years, many
studies have proposed the mechanism of large polaron formation to explain the limited mobilities.
Theoretical studies parameterized using material properties of perovskites suggest an upper limit of
about 100−200 cm2/Vs for the electron mobility [18, 15], which is in line with recent experimen-
tal observations in single crystals. These Feynman polaron models are, however, inconsistent with
the observed temperature-dependence of the charge mobility[18, 15]. Paradoxically, experimental
observations of an exceptionally sharp onset of the absorption edge suggest a highly-ordered mi-
crostructure [19], an observation which appears to be at odds with the large phonon displacements
known to exist in these materials.
In this work, we propose a microscopic tight-binding model for charge carrier dynamics in
MAPbI3. The model makes minimal assumptions concerning the harmonicity and the type (acous-
tic or optical) of the phonon modes that couple to the electronic degrees of freedom. On the other
hand, the phonon modes are treated completely classically, thus precluding a large polaron descrip-
tion of the charge carrier dynamics. In this respect, our goal is not to adjudicate the viability of
the polaron picture but rather to raise the possibility that many of the interesting phenomena high-
lighted above can be explained in the absence of polaron formation. The tight-binding model is
parameterized using atomic coordinates via density functional electronic structure calculations in
Sec. 1.2. We calculate the band structure for our model and quantify the temperature dependence
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of the band gap opening and magnitude of the Urbach energy. We then calculate the electron and
hole mobilities within linear response theory, paying close attention to the effects of the initial con-
dition upon the outcome. The magnitudes of the calculated mobilities as well as their temperature
dependence is found to agree quite well with experiment.
1.2 Tight-binding Hamiltonian
Our tight-binding Hamiltonian employs 13 atomic orbitals per unit cell: an s and three p orbitals
on the Pb atom and 3 p orbitals on each I atom [20]. The methylammonium (MA) cation is treated
as electronically inert. Each atomic orbital is comprised of two spin states so that the total basis
















j + HˆSO +Hnuc (1.1)
= HˆTB +Hnuc,
where R(t) represents all atomic coordinates at time t, the indices i, j refer to atomic orbitals, the
index α refers to the orbital spin, and 〈ij〉 restricts the sum to pairs of orbitals on neighboring Pb
and I atoms. More specifically, for each Pb atom, the model includes one sp σ bonds, one pp σ
bonds, and two pp pi bonds to each of the six neighboring I atoms.
The first term of Eq. 1.1 represents the on-site energy. A linear Taylor expansion of such
terms will produce polaronic (Holstein- or Fro¨hlich-like) couplings if the nuclear motion is quan-
tized [21]. The second term represents the kinetic energy or hopping term. A linear Taylor ex-
pansion of this term will produce Peierls or off-diagonal coupling if the nuclear motion is quan-
tized [21]. Hnuc represents the lattice energy. We assume the lattice fluctuates in an anharmonic
but classical manner. Due to the significant effect of spin-orbit coupling upon the electronic struc-





∣∣HˆSO∣∣p↑y〉 = −〈p↓x∣∣HˆSO∣∣p↓y〉 = iγ (1.2)〈
p↓x
∣∣HˆSO∣∣p↑z〉 = −〈p↑x∣∣HˆSO∣∣p↓z〉 = γ〈
p↑y
∣∣HˆSO∣∣p↓z〉 = 〈p↓y∣∣HˆSO∣∣p↑z〉 = −iγ,
where γ = 0.56 eV for Pb, γ = 0.31 eV for I, and ↑ (↓) refers to the spin-up (spin-down) state.
To calculate tight binding parameters from first principles, the electronic wavefunctions were
first determined using density functional calculations with spin-orbit coupling on a 2 × 2 × 2
supercell using snapshots from an MD trajectory as instantaneous nuclear structures. The DFT
calculations were performed using the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO package with the PBE generalized
gradient approximation exchange-correlation functional [24]. Norm-conserving, designed non-
local pseudopotentials were generated with the OPIUM package [25, 26]. A plane-wave cutoff
energy of 50 Ry was sufficient to converge the total energy with k-point sampling on a 4×4×4
grid. The tight binding Hamiltonian was built by projecting the computed wavefunctions onto the
atomic orbital basis functions obtained using the Wannier90 package [27, 28]. Instead of solving
for the maximally-localized Wannier functions, the tight binding Hamiltonian matrix elements















Figure 1.1: Band structure for the tight-binding model (a) without and (b) with spin-orbit coupling using
average matrix elements Pb s = −2.5 eV, I p = 2.5 eV, Pb p = 6.0 eV, tsp σ = 1.0 eV, tpp σ = 1.8 eV,
tpp pi = 0.4 eV, γPb = 0.56 eV, γI = 0.31 eV.
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wavefunctions on the atomic orbital basis.
The time-averaged quantities αi (R(t)) and tααij (R(t)) were determined and used to calculate
static band structures for the tight-binding model with and without spin-orbit coupling, which
are presented in Fig. 1.1. (Note that as discussed in Sec. 1.3, these parameters vary weakly as a
function of temperature. For all dynamics calculations, we assume the time-averaged tight binding
parameters to be temperature-independent, taking their values at T = 300 K as quoted in Fig. 1.1.)
Most notably, the bandgap for the model with spin-orbit coupling (0.53 eV) is about 1/3 that of the

































































DFT Pb p orbital
Ewald Pb p orbital
time (ps)
DFT Pb s orbital
Ewald Pb s orbital
Figure 1.2: Illustrations of the tight-binding Hamiltonian parameterization based on atomic coordinates.
(a) Time series for the fluctuations in a typical diagonal (blue, “on-site energy”) and off-diagonal (black,
“hopping”) matrix element. The fluctuations in the hopping parameters are approximately a factor of 2
larger. (b) Best exponential fit (blue curve) to a scatter plot of the sp hopping matrix element vs. Pb-I bond
distance. The data were taken from a DFT calculation on snapshots of the crystal structure obtained from
MD calculations. (c) Typical time series for an sp hopping matrix element. The insets show snapshots
from the underlying MD trajectory at the marked times with the relevant atoms enlarged. The pink atoms
represent iodine, gold atoms represent lead, and MA cations are show in blue and white. (d) Plots of the
matrix element αi (R(t)) vs. t calculated using DFT (black) and classical electrostatics (colored) for a Pb s
(bottom) and Pb p (top) orbital.
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hopping type a (eV) b (A˚) c (eV)
sp σ 42.49 0.964 -0.54
pp σ 21.61 3.070 -5.88
pp pi 11.66 1.030 -0.16
Table 1.1: Best-fit parameters for the parameterization of the hopping matrix elements tααij (R(t)) of the
form ae−r/b + c.







Table 1.2: Partial charges used in the classical electrostatic calculation of the on-site matrix elements
αj (R(t)) [29]. The average on-site energy was calculated using DFT to be −2.5 eV for the Pb s orbital, 2.5
eV for the I p orbitals, and 6.0 eV for the Pb p orbitals. The unit charge is e = 1.6× 10−19 C.
In Fig. 1.2b, we plot the hopping matrix element tααij (R(t)) vs. rij(t) = |Ri(t) − Rj(t)|,
where Ri(t),Rj(t) refer to the coordinates at time t of the atoms containing orbitals i and j. We
determined that tααij (R(t)) could be reasonably parameterized by the function t
αα
ij (t) = ae
−rij(t)/b+
c, which takes a single variable rij(t) and three parameters. The best-fit curve is plotted over the
scatter plot data corresponding to the sp hopping element Fig. 1.2b and the best-fit parameters for
each type of hopping are presented in Table 1.1.
A typical time series for the sp hopping matrix element is plotted in Fig. 1.2c. Insets show
snashots of the crystal structure at the depicted times, with the relevant Pb-I pair enlarged in gold
and pink, respectively. Greater orbital overlap corresponds to a higher hopping matrix element
and vice-versa. The fluctuations in the largest hopping matrix element (the pp σ overlap) are
significantly larger than the fluctuations in the on-site energies, as shown in Fig. 1.2a.
We found that the fluctuations in the on-site energies αi (R(t)) could be reasonably approxi-
mated by the electrostatic potential at the position Ri(t) due to all surrounding atomic charges (in-
cluding those on the inert MA cations). We plot in Fig. 1.2d the time series for the value αi (R(t))
computed using the DFT and projection procedure outlined above along with the classical electro-
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static version of the same matrix element. The partial charges used in the Ewald summation were
taken to be those used in the MD force field [29] and are reported in Table 1.2.
1.3 Results: Bandgap Fluctuations
Given the parameterization of HˆTB = Hˆ−Hnuc described in Sec. 1.2, it should be noted that the
nuclear-driven fluctuations of the tight-binding parameters give rise to a temperature-dependent
distribution of bandgaps. As discussed below, the temperature dependence of the mean of this
distribution reproduces the experimentally observable phenomenon of bandgap opening with in-
creasing temperature. The width of the distribution may be used to quantify the experimentally
observable Urbach energy, EU, which characterizes the sharpness of the absorption edge.
Disordered structures of an 8 × 8 × 8 supercell were generated using classical molecular dy-
namics performed within the canonical ensemble [29]. For each structure, all Bloch states were
calculated explicitly at the Brillouin zone points m
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Xi for m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and i = 1, 2, 3, where
Xi represents the canonical unit vector for the ith dimension. This selection of points is sufficient to
approximate the bandgap because when the band structure of the 8×8×8 supercell is “unwrapped”
onto the Brillouin zone corresponding to a 1×1×1 cell, the selected points unwrap onto the entire
Brillouin zone. For a series of temperatures we calculate the full distribution of bandgaps, with the
average and sample standard deviation of the calculated bandgaps at each temperature presented
in Table 1.3.







Table 1.3: Temperature dependence of the average bandgap and spread of bandgaps. Bandgaps were calcu-
lated using instantaneous nuclear configurations obtained from MD simulations performed on an 8× 8× 8






































Figure 1.3: Characterization of (a) the temperature-dependent bandgap opening and (b) the temperature-
dependent Urbach energy EU compared in each case to experimental work. In (a), AHC+TE represents the
standard Allen-Heine-Cardona estimate of vibrationally-induced bandgap change.
In Fig. 1.3a we compare the change of the bandgap relative to its value at 300K with exper-
imental results for the same quantity. The model quite accurately captures the scale of bandgap
opening in MAPbI3. It should be noted that the contribution of temperature dependent changes to
the mean lattice structure are less important in determining the bandgap opening than temperature
dependent changes in the sampled regions of the potential energy landscape within our model.
In Ref. [30] it was noted that higher-order electron-phonon coupling contributions are needed to
accurately capture the temperature dependent bandgap opening in this system. In our theoretical
approach these terms are naturally included via the non-linear nuclear coordinate dependence of
the tight-binding parameters. Previous theoretical predictions (solid and dashed lines) both over-
estimated the magnitude of the bandgap opening.
A simple way to characterize the absorption edge is via knowledge of the width of the tem-
perature-dependent bandgap distribution. Here we employ the simple model of Guerra et al. [31],
which has successfully been used to fit the full absorption edge in MAPbI3, including both the
Urbach tail region and the onset of the edge. Within this model, the Urbach energy is related to the
full width at half maximum of the bandgap distribution via
FWHM = 4EU cosh
−1√2, (1.3)
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where within our model the full width at half maximum is estimated from the calculated temper-
ature-dependent standard deviation of the bandgap distribution as reported in Table 1.3. Fig. 1.3b
shows the calculated temperature dependence of the Urbach energy along with two data points
from direct measurements taken from Ref. [32]. The agreement is remarkable.
1.4 Quantum Dynamics
To study charge-carrier dynamics, we employ a simplified version of mixed quantum-classical
Ehrenfest dynamics. Within full Ehrenfest dynamics [33], the system Hamiltonian is written as a
combination of electronic (quantum) and nuclear (classical) parts as
H = HˆTB(R) +Hnuc(R, R˙). (1.4)











For tight-binding studies of semiconductor mobilities like this one, the quantum wavefunction is






Because the nuclear dynamics for the MAPbI3 system are much slower than the electronic
dynamics, our computational approach differs in two ways from this traditional approach. First, it










Figure 1.4: A summary of the periodic boundary conditions used in our model. Quantum dynamics are per-
formed within the full supercell A, using matrix elements determined from a molecular dynamics trajectory
performed in supercell B that are periodically replicated within supercell A. In calculating the on-site energy
for an orbital of a particular atom (black dot in the diagram), an Ewald summation is performed using only
atomic coordinates within supercell C centered on that atom.
to Eq. 1.5, meaning the nuclear coordinates feel only a very weak effect from the quantum charge
carrier. This allows for the nuclear trajectories to be computed completely classically and subse-
quently fed into the quantum dynamical calculation. Second, we found it inefficient to use Euler
integration of Eq 1.6. Instead, we utilize the more general truncated Taylor expansion to the quan-
tum time-evolution operator:










For a timestep ∆t = 1 fs, we found a cutoff of C = 50 to the sum in Eq. 1.8 sufficient to conserve
the wavefunction norm to within a reasonable degree.
Nuclear configurations for a 16 × 16 × 16 supercell were calculated at 1 fs intervals using
molecular dynamics simulations within the canonical ensemble at T = 220 K, 260 K, 300 K, 340
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K, 380 K, and 420 K [29]. The anisotropic lattice parameters for these simulations were calculated
separately at each temperature using a calculation run in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble. The
resulting nuclear configurations were used to calculate the time-dependent on-site and hopping
matrix elements as described in Sec. 1.2.
On-site energies were calculated using only those atoms in the 8× 8× 8 supercell centered on
the relevant atom rather than the full 16× 16× 16 MD supercell. It is possible that this procedure
leads to unphysical atomic collisions on the edges of the 8 × 8 × 8 subcell used for the Euler
summation. However, we expect the motions of atoms & 4 unit cells away from the relevant
atom to largely cancel in the calculation of the on-site energy. Quantum dynamics were performed
within a 96×96×96 supercell consisting of six tiled 16×16×16 MD supercells in each direction.
A summary of the different supercells used in our calculations is depicted in Fig. 1.4. We found
that if supercell B were too small (i.e. 8× 8× 8 or smaller instead of 16× 16× 16), the calculated
mobilities would be unphysically large due to finite size effects. The mobilities we report for a
16 × 16 × 16 supercell B are the same as those that result from using a 25 × 25 × 25 supercell B
tiled within a 100× 100× 100 supercell C.
1.5 Results: Electron and Hole Mobilities
All dynamics begin with a charge carrier localized to within about 1 nm. (A full discussion of
the initial condition used is presented in the first Appendix to this chapter.) The charge spreads
as time progresses, with the tails of its probability distribution eventually reaching the boundaries
of the simulation supercell around t = 150 fs. Heat maps of the charge carrier density within a
cross-section of the 3D simulation supercell are presented for t = 5 fs in Fig. 1.5a and for t = 50
fs in Fig. 1.5b. The charge spreads preferentially along the coordinate axes due to the spin-orbit
coupling and the pp pi couplings (which both allow right angle changes in the direction of the
electron spreading) being smaller than the sp and pp σ hopping elements.
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Figure 1.5: Carrier mobilities are calculated using the diffusion constant for spreading of the charge carrier.
Heat maps for a single charge carrier density within a cross-section of the 3D system are shown at t = 5 fs
in panel (a) and at t = 50 fs in panel (b). The simulation was initialized with a conduction band Wannier
function, which is localized within about 1 nm. The spread of the carrier for this simulation is plotted
vs. time in panel (c), with the data points corresponding to panels (a) and (b) highlighted. Using data
averaged over multiple initial conditions, the temperature dependence of the mobility, plotted in panel (d),
was found to most closely fit T−2.11. Experiments suggest a temperature dependence of the form T−x with
1.4 . x . 2.8 [35, 36, 37, 38].












where 〈. . .〉 denotes an average over classical trajectories, Trel{. . .} denotes a trace over electronic
coordinates (either the valence band for hole mobilities or the conduction band for electron mobil-
ities, obtained via projection onto the appropriate subspace), Q = Trele−βHˆTB , and the action of δ̂r
2
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In practice, it is numerically challenging to calculate MSD(t) as defined in Eq. 1.9. It is












where N is the size of the electronic basis. Instead of performing a full trace, one can average
over a representative subset of the full electronic basis via use of either valence Wannier functions
(for hole mobilites) or conduction Wannier functions (for electron mobilities) centered on evenly
spaced lattice sites. It has been argued for related models that such an approximation effectively
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Figure 1.6: The function 〈Ψ(t)|δ̂r2|Ψ(t)〉, plotted for a single trajectory and initial electronic wavefunction.
The wavefunction was propagated using different versions of HˆTB.
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of Eq. 1.9 is discussed in Sec. 1.7. A typical result for the quantity 〈Ψ|δ̂r2(t)|Ψ〉, the quantity
which is averaged to obtain MSD′(t), is plotted in Fig. 1.5c. The spreading reaches the diffusive
(linear) regime fairly quickly; a reasonable estimate for the mobility can be inferred after just 10
fs.
In Fig. 1.6, we plot the same quantity 〈Ψ|δ̂r2|Ψ〉 for a single initial condition propagated using
different versions of HˆTB. The black line uses the fully time-dependent tight binding Hamiltonian.
The green (blue) line uses a version of that same Hamiltonian in which all off-diagonal (diagonal)
matrix elements are set to their average value, but the diagonal (off-diagonal) matrix elements
remain fully time-dependent. We measure the off-diagonal disorder to be the dominant factor in
limiting the charge carrier mobility. The purple line uses a fully time-independent Hamiltonian,
for which ballistic motion (MSD(t) ∝ t2) is observed at all times.
In Table 1.4, we list the average mobility corresponding to the spread of a conduction band
wavefunction propagated using different versions of HˆTB as described above. The effect of elim-
inating disorder in either the diagonal or off-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian is to increase the





















Figure 1.7: The charge carrier mobility, calculated using Eq. 1.9 for electrons and calculated using Eq. 1.12
for both electrons and holes. The data was fitted to a curve of the form aT−b. The best estimate of the
mobility of electrons at T = 300, calculated using the full thermal trace, is about 135 cm2/Vs.
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electronic Hamiltonian µ (cm2/Vs)
HˆTB 92
HˆTB with all αi (t) = i constant 130
HˆTB with all tααij (t) = tij constant 1100
HˆTB − HˆSO 32
Table 1.4: Calculated average mobilities for dynamics run with different versions of HˆTB.
than diagonal disorder in limiting the mobility, although including diagonal fluctuations generated
simply from purely classical nuclear dynamics can underestimate polaron effects. When spin-orbit
coupling is neglected from the calculation, the mobility is decreased by a factor of 3.
Mobilities calculated using the approximate version of the thermal charge spreading defined
in Eq. 1.12 are plotted in Fig. 1.7 for electrons (blue closed circles) and holes (red open circles).
The order of magnitude of the mobilities, approximately 100 cm2/Vs, is similar to that observed in
studies of large single crystals. Although some experimental studies have measured hole mobilities
to be greater than electron mobilities by about five times, our results predict hole mobilities to be
smaller than electron mobilities by about 30%, in line with some recent experimental work.
The temperature-dependent mobilities were fitted to a curve of the form cT−α. The study
by Herz et al., which contains data spread across the largest temperature range, measures the
electron mobility to vary as T−1.5, which is the theoretical result for a system in which the dominant
electron-phonon coupling is due to acoustic phonons. We predict the temperature dependence to be
slightly greater, varying as T−2.35 for electrons and T−2.08 for holes. Recent experiments suggest a
temperature dependence of T−2.8 for electrons and T−2.0 for holes [35]. If the calculation is done
using the more exact thermal MSD function in Eq. 1.9, the temperature dependence is predicted
to be T−2.11 for electrons.
1.6 Conclusion
In this work, a tight-binding model was employed to study temperature-dependent absorption fea-
tures and carrier mobilities and hybrid lead-halide perovskites. The model includes fluctuating
diagonal (Holstein or Fro¨hlich) and off-diagonal (Peierls or Su-Schrieffer-Heeger) parts that were
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parameterized using molecular dynamics and density functional calculations on small supercells.
The temperature-dependent bandgap and the width of the absorption edge (Urbach energy) were
calculated and found to agree quantitatively with available experimental data at all temperatures
studied. Given the substantial disagreement within the experimental community over the magni-
tude and temperature dependence of the carrier mobilities, it is more difficult to assess the accuracy
of the calculated carrier mobilities. However, their magnitude and temperature dependence fall
within the accepted range and agree nearly quantitatively with one of the most recent experimental
studies. The work points to the dominant role of the large off-diagonal (hopping) fluctuations in
limiting the mobilities. Future work should focus on understanding the reason for long carrier
lifetimes in these materials.
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1.7 Appendix: Initial Conditions
1.7.1 Full thermal trace
We have also calculated the full thermal trace written in Eq. 1.9 in an approximate manner for
negative charge carriers. This calculation is more demanding than the calculation of the more
approximate MSD′(t), and thus are statistics are worse. The electronic basis was comprised
of the functions |↑;R〉, |↓;R〉, which represent the doubly-degenerate conduction band Wannier
functions centered at each lattice vector R within the full 96× 96× 96 quantum dynamics super-
cell. The action of the thermal operator could also be generated using a cutoff Taylor series as in
Eq. 1.8. However, if the full thermal operator were applied directly to a basis state |φ〉, low-energy
eigenstates of HˆTB(t = 0), which exist in |φ〉 in small magnitudes since HˆTB(t = 0) is in gen-
eral disordered, would be amplified by about e400 with respect to the conduction band states that
comprise |φ〉. Therefore, it was necessary to apply the thermal operator to |φ〉 in parts, each time








R |↑;R〉〈↑;R| + |↓;R〉〈↓;R| and M was chosen to be 50.
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Figure 1.8: The real and imaginary parts of MSD(t), calculated using a partial trace in Eq. 1.9.
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MSD(t) plotted in Fig. 1.8. The small observed imaginary part of MSD(t) is expected to vanish
in the full trace. The slope of the real part gives a mobility of 135 cm2/Vs, compared to 92 cm2/Vs
when the Wannier initial conditions are used as in MSD′(t).
1.7.2 Decomposition of full thermal trace
In this section, we present a mathematical motivation for using Eq. 1.12 instead of Eq. 1.9 in
calculating the mobility and quantify the error in doing so. We do this to provide justification to
the observation of Wang et al. who observed in a related, albeit simpler, model that the use of a
localized initial condition may provide a good approximation to the full thermal trace [34]. The











































where all basis states are now indexed by i, j. For calculations in a model 1D system, the off-
diagonal (latter) portion of this decomposition is observed to be small compared to diagonal (for-
mer) portion, and indeed our partial evaluation of the full thermal trace presented in Fig. 1.8 shows
a similar result.























which is the MSD′(t) defined in Eq. 1.12. Mobilities calculated in this manner are presented in
Fig. 1.7. The mobilities were fitted to a curve of the form T−α. The exponent of the temperature
dependence was found to be approximately 2.35 for electrons and 2.08 for holes. Approximate use
of full thermal trace leads to similar results with somewhat larger mobility values and a slightly
smaller exponent α.
1.8 Appendix: Matrix Element Spectral Densities and non-Gaussianity
1.8.1 Effective electron-phonon couplings and spectral coupling functions
If a first-order Taylor expansion of the tight-binding Hamitonian HˆTB defined in Eq. 1.1 is made


























As we have argued, such a small amplitude Taylor expansion likely fails for systems like MAPbI3.
However, if the relevant fluctuations δtααij (R(t)) and δ
α
i (R(t)) are Gaussian, then such a Hamilto-



































Figure 1.9: Spectral densities calculated at T = 300 K using the time-correlation function of the parameter-
ized tight binding Hamiltonian matrix elements for (a) hopping amplitudes and (b) onsite matrix elements.
In panel (b), the Pb s and Pb p on-site matrix elements yield identical spectral densities because the param-
eterized tight binding model assumes the fluctuations in those terms to be the same.
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Contact is made with MD simulations by writing the electron-phonon couplings Mij(q) and
Ni(q) in terms of correlation functions. This is done via the introduction of spectral coupling













They are related to MD correlation functions by a cosine transform:






The same procedure can be performed for the spectral coupling of the onsite energy. Fig. 1.9
shows the computed spectral coupling for the hopping (s-p σ bond, p-p σ bond and p-p pi bond)
and the onsite energy (Pb s, Pb p and I p).
We emphasize again that the Hamiltonian form of Eq. 1.16 along with computed spectral func-
tions that arise from the simulation of the cosine transform of the tight-binding parameter fluc-
tuations does not imply standard linear coupling is valid, and can thus go beyond the harmonic
approximation as long as fluctuations are Gaussian [39].
Thus the effective “electron-phonon” couplings will be temperature dependent and carry in-
formation related to the full non-linear behavior of the system. All that is needed for Eq. 1.16 to
be valid is that the fluctuations are statistically Gaussian, which we assess in Sec. 1.8.2 below. It
should be noted that the approach outlined here enables a fully quantum treatment of transport that
goes beyond the Ehrenfest approach used in this work.
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1.8.2 Non-Gaussian parameter
Here we assess if the tight binding parameters for our model of MAPbI3 fluctuate in an essentially
Gaussian manner. To do this we calculate the non-Gaussian parameter (NGP), which indicates
deviations from Gaussian behavior. For a Gaussian distribution, this parameter will vanish. The







(h(s+ t)− h(s))4〉, φ2 = 〈(h(s+ t)− h(s))2〉 and h can be either one of the three
tααij parameters or one of the 
α
i parameters. Representative non-Gaussian parameters are plotted
in Fig. 1.10. The NGPs associated with the on-site energies are clearly close to zero and certainly
smaller than would be expected from, e.g., a telegraph process (data not shown). However, the
NGPs for the hopping parameters appear to be larger, suggesting a model of the form 1.16 may not
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Figure 1.10: Calculated NGP for (a) on-site energies and (b) hopping amplitudes. In panel (a), the Pb s
and Pb p on-site matrix elements yield identical non-Gaussian parameters because the parameterized tight
binding model assumes the fluctuations in those terms to be the same.
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CHAPTER 2
BINDING PROPERTIES OF SMALL CARRIER COMPLEXES IN
TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSITION METAL DICHALCOGENIDES
2.1 Introduction
Atomically thin layers of crystalline transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have been the
subject of intense investigation in recent years [41, 42]. As with graphene, TMDCs exhibit remark-
able properties that originate from their quasi two-dimensional nature [43, 44]. Unlike graphene,
however, single-layer TMDCs are direct gap semiconductors, opening up a wealth of potential
practical applications ranging from field-effect transistors to photovoltaics [45, 46]. Furthermore,
due to the lack of inversion symmetry in the quasi-two-dimensional version of these materials,
the so-called K-points on opposite corners of the two-dimensional hexagonal Brillouin zone are
inequivalent [47, 48, 49]. As a result, a distinct valley degree of freedom associated to states
near these points emerges which may be manipulated and controlled, leading to the possibility of
novel “valleytronic” applications [50, 51, 52, 53]. Lastly, carrier confinement to the material plane
and reduced dielectric screening leads to large charge-carrier interaction effects, resulting in bound
state complexes of electrons and holes with very large binding energies [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60].
In this chapter we focus on this latter property, providing a deeper understanding of the factors that
control the binding energies of electron-hole complexes in two-dimensional TMDCs.
From the computational perspective, the most accurate means of describing excitonic proper-
ties in periodic solids currently available is the GW+BSE approach [61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. Unfor-
tunately, analogous fully ab initio approaches have not been developed for the treatment of larger
electron-hole complexes such as trions and biexcitons [57, 58, 59, 60]. However, simplified ap-
proaches have proven to be effective, building on well-established coarse-grained methodologies
developed for semiconductor quantum wells and other nanostructures. An effective real-space
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electron-hole potential is combined with an approximate treatment of the band structure, such as
an effective mass model or a few-band tight-binding model, to build the model Hamiltonian. This
also has roots in the early discussion of the Bethe-Salpeter approach by Hanke and Sham, demon-
strating the relationship to the phenomenological approach of Wannier [66].
The pioneering work of Keldysh highlighted the fact that screening effects in quasi two-
dimensional systems are intrinsically non-local [67]. Using a generalized Keldysh approach, Cud-
azzo et al. formulated a simple and successful theory for excitons in graphane [68, 69]. This ap-
proach has since been applied by various authors to study optical spectra as well as the properties
of excitons, trions, and biexcitons in TMDCs [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75]. These studies have pro-
duced exciton binding energies and real-space structures that are in reasonable quantitative agree-
ment with first principles GW+BSE calculations and experiments in a variety of two-dimensional
TMDC systems [76]. This fact is not entirely surprising for three reasons. First, recent ab initio
calculations show that the effective quasiparticle interactions that emerge at the RPA level nearly
perfectly match those used to describe the effective electron-hole interaction in the models men-
tioned above [77]. Second, the ab initio band structure near the K-point is well described by ele-
mentary two- and three-band models [52, 78]. Third, the spatial extent of the exciton that emerges
from fully ab initio calculations is sufficiently large relative to the atomic scale to suggest that a
coarse-grained Hamiltonian is justified [56].
Even within the simplified framework of an effective Hamiltonian, the exact solution of the
multi-body Schro¨dinger equation for larger electron-hole complexes is challenging. Initial work
on exciton and trion binding energies in TMDCs employed variational wave functions [70]. This
approach has been used more recently and with more intricate trial wave functions to study biex-
citons [57]. In both cases the results found from variational solutions of the effective few-body
Schro¨dinger equation are in reasonable agreement with experimental results. However, since bind-
ing energies for trions and biexcitons are extracted with reference to the exciton binding energy,
the use of variational wave functions for all excitonic complexes leads to binding energies that
need not provide a lower bound to the “exact” value, and it is unclear how much error cancellation
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occurs as a result. For the trion binding energy, Ganchev et al. have discovered a remarkable
exact solution, but only for the case where the full Keldysh effective potential is replaced with a
completely logarithmic form that is accurate only at short range [79].
The purpose of this work is to investigate the nature and accuracy of past estimations of charge
carrier complex binding energies by comparing with numerically exact results, and thereby to pro-
vide insights into the properties of higher-order excitonic complexes in two-dimensional TMDCs.
We begin by summarizing how electronic screening for two-dimensional materials differs from
that of 3D ones, thus introducing the Keldysh potential. We then give an overview of the diffu-
sion Monte Carlo method, which is used in this work to determine exact ground-state energies
and radial distribution functions for two-, three-, and four-particle TMDC complexes. The results
are compared to previous variational and experimental results, and the agreement is found to be
quantitative. We conclude by discussing the potential for similar calculations to assist experimen-
talists in both understanding measurements of existing TMDC materials and in discovering similar
materials with novel properties including high-temperature superfluidity.
2.2 Screening in two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides




[H0(r/r0)− Y0(r/r0)] , (2.1)
where H0 is the Struve function, Y0 is the Bessel function of the second kind, and 1 and 2 are the
dielectric constants for the material above and below the TMDC layer; in all results presented, we
use 1 = 2 = 1, relevant for “ideal” or suspended TMDC monolayers.
Screening lengths and effective masses for all materials studied were determined in Ref. [70].
Potentials of the type 2.1 were first discussed by Keldysh [67] and have been used to treat excitonic
properties in quasi two-dimensional materials in several recent studies [68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74,
75]. The potential 2.1 behaves as 1/r at large r/r0, but diverges more weakly as ln(r/r0) near
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r = 0. The crossover point is related to the screening distance r0 = 2piχ2D, where χ2D is the
two-dimensional polarizability of the TMDC layer. For computational efficiency and consistency
with past variational calculations, we use a modified form of the effective potential 2.1, given by








+ (γ − ln 2)e−r/r0
]
, (2.2)
where γ is Euler’s constant [68]. Calculations with the unaltered potential 2.1 typically result in
exciton ground-state energies that are merely 2–3 meV lower than those produced with 2.1.
2.3 Variational Monte Carlo
Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) is a conceptually simple method for estimating the energy
corresponding to a trial wavefunction [80]. Whereas the average energy corresponding to a trial
wavefunction can sometimes be computed analytically for low-dimensional systems, there is no
hope for such an approach to succeed for higher-dimensional problems. Given a Hamiltonian Hˆ









where the local energy is defined as
E[ΨT] = EL(R) =
Ψ∗T(R)HˆΨT(R)
|ΨT(R)|2 . (2.5)
The average energy of Eq. 2.4 can be seen as the weighted average of the local energy with
respect to the weights |ΨT(R)|2. The procedure for estimating this average within the Metropolis
Monte Carlo scheme is straightforward. First, generate N points Ri that are distributed according
to the probability distribution |ΨT(R)|2. This is done by starting with a random R1. To generate
Rj+1 given Rj , first generate a random candidate R′j+1. If w = |ΨT(R′j+1)|2/|ΨT(Rj)|2 > 1,
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then set Rj+1 = R′j+1. Otherwise, a random number r is chosen from a uniform distribution on
the interval [0, 1]. If r < w, then set Rj+1 = R′j+1. Otherwise, set Rj+1 = Rj again.
After the N points Ri have been chosen in this way, the estimate of the energy corresponding






In principle, the expectation value of any observable can be estimated in an analogous manner.
2.4 Diffusion Monte Carlo
In this section we outline the computational approach and model used to investigate excitonic
complexes. Our technique of choice is diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) [80]. The time-dependent









∇2R + V (R)− Eref
]
Ψ(R, t), (2.7)
where R is a 3N−dimensional vector containing all electronic coordinates, V (R) is the potential
energy (usually considered to be pairwise additive), and we have made the assumption that any
nuclei are fixed in space. A fixed references energy Eref has been added for later use.
Let the eigenfunctions for the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.7 be ψj(R) and the corresponding eigen-
values be Ej for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . such that Ej < Ek when j < k. Then any wavefunction Ψ(R, t)
that satisfies Eq 2.7 can be written as a linear combination of these eigenfunctions that are each







where the coefficients cj are defined by
cj =
∫
d3NRψ∗j (R)Ψ(R, t = 0). (2.9)
If Ψ(R, t) is propagated instead in imaginary time, its time development is altered slightly
from Eq. 2.8 and now reads





The effect of imaginary-time propagation is thus to exponentially project out all excited-state com-
ponents of the initial wavefunction Ψ(R, 0), which then allows for computation of ground state
properties, in particular the ground-state energy. Motivated by this result, DMC calculations aim
to use an imaginary-time propagation of a sampling of the wavefunction Ψ in position space to
obtain a sampling of the ground-state wavefunction ψ0 and energy E0.
The imaginary-time wavefunction can be written using the evolution operator as follows:











where in the final line a Trotter decomposition, which is only valid in the limit N → ∞, has
been used. In practice, rather than storing the entire wavefunction on a grid, the wavefunction is
treated as a probability distribution and sampled by a set {R0i }1≤i≤NW of NW 3N dimensional
vectors describing each electron coordinate called walkers. Of course, Ψ(R, t) is in general not
always positive (or even real). To be able to treat Ψ(R, t) as a probability distribution, it must be
assigned a nodal structure which is enforced in the sampling of walkers as a boundary condition:
if a walker crosses the chosen nodal surface during the motions described below, it is eliminated
to enforce zero walker density on the nodal surface. The method applied within this fixed node
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approximation will yield the ground-state wavefunction with the assigned nodal structure. Its
corresponding energy will be bounded from below by the actual ground state energy due to the
variational principle.
The right-hand operator in Eq. 2.13 results in purely diffusive motion of the electronic coordi-
nates because it represents the formal integration of the differential equation
−~ ∂
∂t




by a time t/N . Thus, if the function f is sampled at time t0 by a set {R0i }1≤i≤NW of NW walkers,
then the sampling of f at time t0 + t/N becomes {R0i +
√
~t/2mN∆g}, where ∆g is a 3N -
dimensional vector of gaussian random numbers with variance 1.




f(R, t) = (V (R)− Eref)f(R, t). (2.15)
This equation describes exponential decay, as in a first-order chemical reaction. Walker density at
the point R either increases or decreases at a rate corresponding to the value V (R) − Eref. Thus,
given a sampling of f by NW walkers {R0i }1≤i≤NW at time t0, a sampling of f after propagation
by the operator e−tVˆ /N~ can be obtained by either eliminating or duplicating the walker Ri with a
probability
∣∣∣∣(V (R)− Eref) tN
∣∣∣∣. The walker is eliminated with this probability if V (R)−Eref > 0
and is duplicated with that probability otherwise. (In another incarnation of the method, each of the
NW walkers carries a weight Wi and instead of walkers being eliminated or duplicated in this step,
each walker’s weight is multiplied by the factor exp(−tVˆ (Ri)/N~). This version of the method is
usually more expensive because walkers with very small weights, i.e. little effect on the converged
energy, require the same amount of computational effort to propagate.)







Figure 2.1: A schematic depiction of the DMC imaginary time propagation process for the calculation
of the ground state trion energy. Each square corresponds to a single walker at a point in imaginary time.
Electrons (holes) are depicted with filled (unfilled) circles. As only the relative electron and hole coordinates
are significant, the hole is always depicted in the same position.
In practice, the reference energy Eref is altered after each propagation step to enforce a stable






V (Ri) + c(N
0
W −NW ), (2.17)
where N0W is the desired number of walkers (chosen with consideration of the computational re-
sources available) and c is chosen from test runs to be a reasonable constant. This definition leads
to a slightly higher chance of particle duplication during the next propagation step if NW < N0W
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and vice-versa, thereby stabilizing the walker population.
The imaginary time propagation process is depicted schematically in Fig. 2.1 for a calculation
of the ground state trion energy. Each square corresponds to a single walker at a point in imaginary
time. Electrons (holes) are depicted using filled (unfilled) circles. In the first timestep, all four
walkers diffuse and none are eliminated or duplicated. In the next timestep, a walker with high
potential energy compared to the others (due to the electrons being in close vicinity to one another)
is destroyed. In the following timestep, a walker with low potential energy compared to the others
is duplicated. This process is continued indefinitely until the average ground state energy reaches
a specified degree of accuracy. Because walker positions at successive imaginary times are highly
correlated, a blocking procedure must be used when averaging so as to not underestimate the error
in the average energy.
As outlined above, DMC will yield the correct ground-state energy (within the fixed-node
approximation). However, the energy will converge poorly due to the 1/r divergence of the in-
terparticle interaction. To remedy this drawback, a mixed probability distribution f(R, t) =
ΨT(R)Φ(R, t) is more commonly used [81, 82]. The function ΨT, sometimes called a guiding
wavefunction, enhances sampling by providing exactly the correct divergence in its kinetic energy
to balance the divergence in the potential energy. The imaginary time Schro¨dinger equation for





∇2Rf(R, t) +∇R · [v(R)f(R, t)] + (EL(R)− Eref)f(R, t), (2.18)
where
v(R, t) = Ψ−1T (R)∇RΨT(R), (2.19)
EL(R) = ΨT(R)
−1HˆΨT(R), (2.20)
where v is called the electronic drift and EL is called the local energy. The algorithm for propagat-
ing the walkers remains the same as that outlined above (replacing V (R) with EL(R)), except that
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additional drift process is carried out. After a walker diffuses and before it is possibly duplicated or
eliminated, the walker’s position moves from Ri to Ri + v(Ri). This importance-sampled DMC
variant results in walkers which converge to the mixed probability distribution ΨTΨ, where Ψ is
the exact solution to Schro¨dinger’s equation sharing the nodal structure of ΨT.
Given that the only variable information needed for the propagation of each individual walker
is the reference energy Eref, the DMC method is straightforward to parallelize, similar to other
quantum Monte Carlo approaches. In fact, the optimization of graphical processing units (GPUs)
for linear algebra manipulations makes them ideal candidates for performing DMC calculations
for systems of dozens of electrons because of the matrix determinants required to enforce the
fixed-node approximation.
For the systems we consider, the exact ground state wave function is nodeless because the
complexed studied contain a maximum of two electrons and two holes. Therefore DMC yields
exact ground state energies and a sampling of the exact ground state wavefunctions. The guiding
wavefunction we use is of the form ΨT(R) = eJ(R), which contains the Jastrow factor introduced
in Ref. [79] adapted specifically to the potential 2.1. The Jastrow term contains two-body electron-












The constants c1 = memh/2(me + mh) and c4 = −me/4, where me,h are the effective masses of
the carriers, were chosen to satisfy the logarithmic analogue of the Kato cusp conditions.
The other parameters in the Jastrow terms can be chosen to maximize sampling efficiency.
Naı¨vely, one might propose choosing the parameters so as to minimize the energy as computed
using VMC. However, they can be more efficiently optimized using the process of unreweighted
variance minimization [83, 84]. For a given guiding wavefunction Ψ{α0}T which is a function of the
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set of chosen parameters {α0} and a set of N points Ri distributed according to the probability









L (Ri)− E[Ψ{α0}T ]
)2
, (2.23)
where the estimate in the energy E[Ψ{α0}T ] is the same as in Eq. 2.6. For the exact ground state
wavefunction Ψ0, the local energy will be constant and the variance in the energy estimate will be
zero. Thus, the variance in the energy estimate can be used as a measure of the wavefunction qual-
ity; in general, parameter sets which result in a lower variance in the energy estimate correspond
to better guiding wavefunctions.
The guiding wavefunction parameters are optimized via a correlated sampling approach which
uses the points Ri generated according to the probability distribution |Ψ{α0}T |2. For a new set of















L (Rj)− Er[Ψ{α}T ]
)2
, (2.24)






















is used to reweight the probability distribution so that it corresponds to the new guiding wavefunc-
tion Ψ{α}T .
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DMC X (eV) variational X DMC X− (meV) experimental X− variational X−
MoS2 0.5514 0.54 33.8 43 [86], 18 [58] 26
MoSe2 0.4778 0.47 28.4 30 [87] 21
WS2 0.5191 0.50 34.0 30 [88], 45 [89] 26
WSe2 0.4667 0.45 29.5 30 [90] 22
Table 2.1: Estimated exciton (X) and trion (X−) binding energies for different members of the 2D TMDC
class of materials. Where two numbers are reported, the number on the left is the most current estimate. The
statistical uncertainty in the DMC data is on the order of 0.1–0.3 meV. The column labeled “variational”
refers to results based on the Keldysh form, taken from Ref. [70].
DMC XX (meV) experimental XX
MoS2 22.9 70 [91]
MoSe2 18.4
WS2 24.1 65 [88]
WSe2 20.9 52 [57]
Table 2.2: Estimated biexciton (XX) binding energies for different members of the 2D TMDC class of
materials. The statistical uncertainty in the DMC data is on the order of 0.1–0.3 meV.









L (Rj)− E[Ψ{α}T ]
)2
. (2.27)
This is usually a more stable cost function to use for guiding wavefunction parameter optimization,
especially for large systems where small changes in the parameters can lead to large reweighting
factors w{α}{α0}(Ri).
Finally, a blocking method is used to gauge the correlation timescales for the energy estimates
and yields accurate standard deviations for the final average [85].
2.5 Results
Energy estimates were obtained for calculations with ∆t ∈ {0.01, 0.03, 0.1} and then extrapo-
lated to zero timestep. DMC probability distributions were sampled from forward-walking DMC
calculations [92] with the optimal guiding wave function described by Eqs. (2.21)–(2.22), and
∆t = 0.01.
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At convergence, DMC yields numerically exact exciton, trion and biexciton ground-state ener-
gies within the confines of an effective few-body Schro¨dinger equation. Specifically, our calcula-
tions employ an effective mass treatment of the band structure and a screened Coulomb interaction










Hamiltonians of this form have been successfully used to describe excitons, trions, and biexci-
tons in semiconductor quantum wells [93, 94, 95], as well as scenarios such as excitons in doped
quantum wells and electron-hole plasmas [96]. Note that Eq. (1) neglects possible three-body
(and higher-order) effective screened Coulomb interactions between carriers; we will evaluate the
success of this approach for monolayer TMDCs and return to this point before concluding.
In addition, DMC allows a full sampling of the square of the wavefunction, which can be used
to extract insight into the structure of small bound carrier assemblies. Although DMC has previ-
ously been used to calculate ground-state properties for trions interacting with a purely logarithmic
potential [79], to the best of our knowledge it has not been used to calculate trion properties with
the more realistic electron-hole interaction above, nor has it been used to calculate the properties of
biexcitons. It should be noted that while the present work was underway, a numerically exact finite
temperature path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) study of excitons, trions, and biexcitons using the
full Keldysh effective potential appeared [97]. While we believe that DMC is a more direct method
than PIMC for the study of what are essentially ground state properties, we note that the results
presented here are in quantitative agreement with those presented earlier in Ref. [97], yielding
ground state energies that lie below those of Ref. [97] by fractions of a percent. On the other hand,
the goals of this work are somewhat distinct from those of Ref. [97]. In particular, we focus on the
specific physical factors that influence the delicate balance of relative trion and biexciton binding
energies, as well as the accuracy of variational approaches in light of the “exact” DMC results.
In Tab. 2.1, we report exciton and trion binding energies calculated via DMC and compare to
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Keldysh pure ln pure 1/r variational 1 variational 2
MoS2 33.8 48.9 1630 26 14
MoSe2 28.2 39.3 1780 21 12
WS2 33.9 53.6 1050 26 14
WSe2 29.5 44.9 1120 22 12
Table 2.3: Comparison of trion binding energies for several potential forms in units of meV obtained from
DMC, except for the column labeled “variational”; the latter results are based on the Keldysh form and taken
from Ref. [70]. Binding energies in the “variational 1” column are with respect to the variational exciton
binding energies, whereas those in the “variational 2” column are with respect to the exact DMC exciton
binding energies. For the DMC Keldysh and pure logarithmic potentials, the uncertainty is of the order of
0.1–0.3 meV. For the pure Coulombic potential, the uncertainty is of the order of 10 meV.
those extracted in recent experiments. The DMC exciton binding energies, defined as EXb = −EX,
are only 2–4% larger than those obtained in previous variational calculations that employed a trial
wavefunction of the form ΨT,var(reh) ∼ exp (−reh/a). The radial probability distribution for the
distance reh, which completely determines the exciton wavefunction, is plotted in Fig. 2.2(a); we
compare the variational wavefunction to results obtained via DMC as well as a grid-based exact
diagonalization of the one-dimensional Scho¨dinger equation. The simple 1s-like variational wave-
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Figure 2.2: (a) Radial probability distributions for the distance reh of an exciton in MoS2. (b) Radial
probability distributions for the distances reh and ree of a negative trion in MoS2. (c) Radial probability
distributions for the distances reh, ree, and rhh of a biexciton in WSe2. For the DMC calculation, the curves
for ree and rhh coincide because the electron and hole effective masses are taken to be equal.
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Keldysh pure ln pure 1/r variational 1 variational 2
MoS2 21.3 26.2 2610
MoSe2 17.0 21.2 2820
WS2 22.6 28.7 1680
WSe2 19.5 23.9 1780 37 16
Table 2.4: Comparison of biexciton binding energies for several potential forms in units of meV obtained
from DMC, except for the column labeled “variational”; the latter results are based on the Keldysh form
and taken from Ref. [57] for the WSe2 biexciton. Binding energies in the “variational 1” column are with
respect to the variational exciton binding energies, whereas those in the “variational 2” column are with
respect to the exact DMC exciton binding energies. For the DMC Keldysh and pure logarithmic potentials,
the uncertainty is of the order of 0.1–0.3 meV. For the pure Coulombic potential, the uncertainty is of the
order of 10 meV.
function matches the true ground-state wavefunction well, but does not decay rapidly enough for
large r. As we will show, achieving a similar level of agreement between exact DMC and varia-
tional estimates for the binding energies of larger excitonic complexes is, in principle, a much more
difficult task because trion and biexciton wave functions are more elaborate and their approxima-
tion may in principle require many variational parameters to achieve a high level of accuracy.
The DMC trion binding energies given in Tab. 2.1 are all in the range of 28–34 meV, which
is in excellent agreement with current experimental estimates; however it should be noted that
realistic substrate effects have been ignored in the present calculations. In Tab. 2.3, we compare
trion binding energies for two additional potentials: a purely logarithmic form and an unscreened
1/r Coulombic form. These two potentials represent the asymptotic small and large r behavior,
respectively, of Eq. 2.1. The purely logarithmic potential approximation has been employed by
Ganchev et al. in their analytical treatment of trions in TMDCs [79] while the Coulomb potential
is the standard form for three-dimensional semiconductors. We find that a purely logarithmic
potential overbinds the trion and results in binding energies about 50% larger than those reported by
experiments. Unsurprisingly, the pure Coulombic potential vastly overbinds the complex, resulting
in binding energies that are 30–50 times too large and with a different ordering than is the case for
the full potential Eq. 2.1, which is material dependent. Coulombic binding energies would of
course be reduced with the inclusion of a static dielectric constant significantly larger than unity.
Our trion binding energies are about 30% larger than those calculated variationally. The two-
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parameter variational trial wavefunction used in the trion calculations was [70]
ΨT,var(re1h, re2h) ∼ exp (−re1h/a− re2h/b) + {a↔ b}, (2.29)
a form inspired by Chandrasekhar’s treatment of the hydrogen anion [98]. Although Fig. 2.2(b)
shows that this optimized variational wavefunction reproduces p(reh) almost exactly, the variational
form does not capture the electron-electron repulsion properly because it lacks any explicit re1−re2
correlation terms. The peak of the electron-electron distribution is at too small a radius, which
results in over-estimating the electron-electron repulsion and underestimating the trion binding
energy, as seen in Tab. 2.3. Nonetheless, the level of agreement is surprisingly good given the
simplicity of the variational wave function employed in Ref. [70]. Furthermore, by treating the
exciton and trion on equal footing with physically similar variational wavefunctions, a fortuitous
cancellation of total energy errors leads to binding energies which are quite close to the exact
results (“variational 1” column in Tab. 2.3); referencing the variational trion energy to the exact
DMC exciton energy (“variational 2” column in Tab. 2.3) leads to a significant underestimation of
the binding energy, albeit one that is a genuine lower bound.
Finally, in Tabs. 2.2 and 2.4 we report biexciton binding energies EXXb = 2E
X − EXX, and in
Fig. 2.2(c) we compare carrier probability distributions obtained from DMC and from a recent six-
parameter variational calculation [57]. Other than the rhh distance, which is accurately predicted,
the variational wavefunction is a bit too compact, leading to a total variational energy which is
slightly too high. When referenced to the exact DMC exciton energy, we note that the variational
biexciton binding energy is actually quite accurate – only 3.5 meV (about 15%) too small. When
referenced to the less accurate variational exciton energy, the mis-matched cancellation of errors
is such that the biexciton binding energy is slightly overestimated.
In our DMC calculations, we find that the full potential with dielectric screening Eq. 2.1 yields
binding energies that are smaller than either of the other potentials considered, and that are smaller
than experimental estimates by 60–70%. Most significantly, exact DMC calculations show that the
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binding energies for biexcitons are significantly smaller than that of trions. When this work was
initially published, this fact, which was noted in PIMC calculations as well [97], disagreed with
the best existing experimental estimates and was at odds with expectations that emerge from the
standard case of pure Coulombic interactions: whereas in the latter 1/r case biexcitons are more
strongly bound than trions by a factor of about 1.6, in the purely logarithmic case the situation is
reversed and trions are more strongly bound than biexcitons. Interestingly, we find that for realis-
tically parameterized Keldysh potentials, the biexciton binding energies are slightly smaller than
those found with the purely logarithmic potential, despite the latter being a presumably “weaker”
potential; this highlights the subtle balance of energies involved in the formation of the biexciton.
We note in passing that the binding energies for biexcitons obtained with the logarithmic potential
are significantly closer to the full Keldysh results than they are for trions, suggesting that the short-
range approximation of Ganchev et al. may be even better for biexcitons. This result is consistent
with the smaller real-space structure of the biexciton seen by comparing Figs. 2.2(b) and (c).
To gain deeper insight into this balance of energies, we consider the electron-hole and electron-
(a) Keldysh (b) Coulomb
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Figure 2.3: (a) Radial probability distributions for the distances reh and ree in the trion (X−) and biexciton
(XX) using a Keldysh form for the inter-carrier potential. (c) The same ree distributions as in panel (a), but
the relocated repulsive weight is shaded. (b),(d) The same as in panels (a),(c) but using a Coulombic form
for the inter-carrier potential.
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electron distributions for trions and biexcitons obtained with the Keldysh and Coulombic poten-
tials, plotted in Fig. 2.3(a),(b). Suppose that for a given potential, the attractive electron-hole prob-
ability profiles were identical for the trion and the biexciton, and the repulsive electron-electron
(hole-hole) profiles were also identical for the trion and the biexciton. Then elementary arguments
using the definition of the trion and biexciton binding energies, along with the pairwise additive
potential, show that the biexciton binding energy would be exactly twice the trion binding energy,
EXXb /E
X−
b = 2. Any deviations from this ideal ratio are due to relative differences in the attractive
and repulsive probability distributions as the second hole is added to the negative trion.
Instead, biexciton-to-trion binding energy ratios of less than 2 are observed for both the screened
interaction Eq. 2.1 and the Coulomb interaction. In both cases, about 9% of the total weight in the
p(reh) (attractive) profile is relocated from long r to short r. More significantly, a much larger
fraction of the total weight in the p(ree) (repulsive) is relocated to short r, leading to a reduced
biexciton-to-trion ratio. Specifically, for the screened potential Eq. 2.1, about 31% of the weight is
relocated, which leads to a biexciton binding energy that is smaller than the trion binding energy;
for the Coulomb potential, only 26% of the weight is relocated, and the biexciton binding energy
remains larger than the trion binding energy. The relocated repulsive area is shaded for both po-
tentials in Fig. 2.3(c),(d). From an energetic standpoint, this more notable change in the repulsive
profile occurs because in the trion, there is no reason for the like charges to be physically close in
space. However, in the biexciton, the complex can achieve stabilizing electron-hole interactions
by having the like charges closer together in space.
As noted above, our calculated biexciton binding energies differ substantially from most exper-
imental estimates of the biexciton binding energy. There are a number of possible sources of error
in our calculation, including the neglect of substrate screening and higher-order charge-carrier in-
teractions. On the other hand, experimental determination of biexciton binding energies in the
TMDCs is quite difficult and involves both assumptions of the nature of spectral signals as well as
extrapolations. Indeed, after this work was published and while this thesis was written, a preprint
appeared which provides an update to this interesting discrepancy [99]. The authors attribute the
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difficulty in assigning the biexciton peak to inhomogeneous broadening and the presence of de-
fect bands. They exploit recent advances in device fabrication to suppress these unwanted effects
and were able to unambiguously reassign the previously assigned biexciton peak to the charged
five-member complex XX−. The new biexciton peak yields a WSe2 biexciton binding energy of
approximately 18 meV, in agreement with our calculated result.
2.6 Conclusion
In this work, small ground-state carrier complexes in 2D transition metal dichalcogenides were
studied within a real-space effective mass model with two-body carrier interactions. The interac-
tions were taken to be of the Keldysh type, with screening lengths and effective masses taken from
previous DFT parameterizations. Schro¨dinger’s equation was solved exactly via diffusion Monte
Carlo to obtain the ground state energies and radial distribution functions for the exciton, trion, and
biexciton complexes. The results were compared with previous variational calculations and were
found to be in quantitative agreement with the most accurate experimental estimates. Future work
could apply DMC to study a gas of indirect excitons in TMDC heterostructures, which have been
speculated to possibly exhibit high-temperature superfluidity.
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CHAPTER 3
DOPING-DEPENDENT EXCITON AND TRION LINEWIDTHS
3.1 Introduction
In addition to exhibiting tightly bound excitonic complexes that allow for observation at high
temperatures, two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides exhibit tunable optical properties
via gating, which effectively introduces a finite density of electrons or holes into the material.
Experiments performed on these materials have revealed that for doping densities corresponding
to F & T, where T is the trion binding energy, the exciton peak in the optical absorption spectra is
resolved as two separate peaks. The peaks are most commonly interpreted as arising from separate
exciton and trion states. The splitting between these peaks and the linewidth of the excitonic
peak exhibit a strong dependence on the splitting, sometimes increasing by dozens of meV over
experimentally achievable doping ranges. In addition, very recent experiments performed on high
quality samples at low temperatures place the intrinsic linewidth of the trion line in the range of
several meV [100]. It is the purpose of this short chapter to propose a theory that explains this
intrinsic linewidth.
In the previous chapter, a simple few-particle picture was developed and used along with the
Keldysh form of the Coulomb interaction to describe exciton, trion, and biexciton binding energies
in 2D transition metal dichalcogenides. The model almost perfectly reproduces all experimentally
measured energies and validates the accuracy of the 2D Keldysh screening model for describing
interactions between charged carriers. Here, we push the boundaries of our understanding of these
materials as we try to describe the effects of interaction between these charge carrier complexes
and a sea of free electrons.
We propose elastic scattering between charge carrier complexes and the free electrons intro-
duced via doping as the dominant contribution to the linewidth broadening measured in experi-
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ments. The results are calculated within first-order time-dependent perturbation theory and utilize
both the Keldysh model for screening in 2D materials and the random phase approximation (RPA)
model for screening due to a 2D electron gas.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Fermi’s Golden Rule
Our procedure follows the one first reported by Cohen et al. [101]. We compute the elastic
scattering rate within first-order time-dependent perturbation theory, i.e. Fermi’s Golden Rule.
Consider an elastic scattering process in which an electron of momentum ke exchanges momentum
q with an exciton (trion) of initial momentum kX = 0 (kX− = 0) so that the final electron
momentum is ke − q and the final exciton (trion) momentum is q. The linewidth broadening due







d2q|V (ke, q)|2f(ke)(1− f(|ke − q|)) (3.1)
×δ [Ee(ke) + EX/X−(0)− (Ee(|ke − q|) + EX/X−(q))] ,
where A is the domain area which will later cancel, V (ke, q) is the interaction matrix element
for the scattering process, f is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function for the electron, Ee(k) =
~2k2/2me is the kinetic energy of the electron, andEX(k) = ~2k2/2MX (EX−(k) = ~2k2/2MX−)
is the kinetic energy of the exciton (trion).
3.2.2 Exciton-electron scattering matrix elements
To compute V (ke, q) for the exciton-electron scattering process, we first write the exciton wave-
function in terms of creation operators in momentum space. The real-space exciton wavefunction







Now, the exciton state with momentum kX can be written in terms of electron and hole creation





























where ψke represents the free electron wavefunction.
The scattering matrix element can finally be written:











Applying the fermionic anticommutation relations reveals






[g(λβa/2)− g(λαq/2)] , (3.9)







g(λ|k1 + αq −∆k|) (3.10)
× [g(λ|k1 + q −∆k|)− g(λ|q −∆k|)] ,





3.2.3 Trion-electron scattering matrix elements
The calculation of the trion matrix elements is conceptually similar, but more complicated owing to
the importance of electron spin. We take the singlet trion wavefunction to be of the Chandrasekhar
type [102],
φX−(r1h, r2h) = NX− [φ(r1h;λ1)φ(r2h;λ2) + φ(r1h;λ2)φ(r2h;λ1)] , (3.12)
where NX− = 1/
√
1 + κ2 is the trion wavefunction normalization factor and κ = 4λ1λ2/(λ1 +
λ2)
2.
Now, the trion state with momentum kX− can be written in terms of electron and hole creation













where α = me/MX−, ξ(s1, s2) = 〈S|s1, s2〉 is the projection of the spin configuration |s1, s2〉 onto
the singlet spin configuration, and the Fourier-transformed trion wavefunction is
φX−p1,p2 = NX−φp1(λ1)φp2(λ2). (3.14)
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The state of a trion with momentum kX− and a free electron of spin se and momentum ke can















The scattering matrix element can be written as
〈kX− + q;ke − q|V (q)|kX−;ke〉 = Vdir(q) + V (1)exc (q,∆kX−) + V (2)exc (q,∆kX−), (3.16)
where
Vdir(q) = Nes{[g(λ1αq/2)g(λ2βq/2) + g(λ2αq/2)g(λ1βq/2) (3.17)
+2κ2g(λ˜αq)g(λ˜βq)]
−[g(λ1αq/2)g(λ2αq/2) + κ2g2(λ˜αq)]},




d2k1{[g(λ2|k1 −∆kX− + q|)− g(λ2|∆kX− − q|)] (3.18)
×[λ1λ2κg(λ˜αq)g(λ|k1 −∆kX− + αq|)
+λ22g(λ1αq/2)g(λ2|k1 −∆kX− + αq|)]
+[λ1 ↔ λ2]× [λ1 ↔ λ2]},




d2k1{g(λ1|k1 −∆kX− + αq|) (3.19)
×[λ1λ2κg(λ˜|k1 − αq|)g(λ2|q −∆kX−|)
+λ21g(λ2|k1 − αq|/2)g(λ1|q −∆kX−|)]
+[λ1 ↔ λ2]× [λ1 ↔ λ2]},








3.2.4 Material parameters for MoS2
The relevant material parameters for monolayer MoS2 are ∞ = 5.2, λ1 = 10 A˚, λ2 = 25 A˚, and
me = mh = 0.32m0, where m0 is the rest electron mass. We use an electron density-dependent
screening model derived from the random-phase approximation (RPA, or sum of “bubble dia-
grams”) in two dimensions,
(q) =











Unlike the Thomas-Fermi screening model, this model gives  = 1 in the n → 0 (unscreened)
limit.
For the degenerate 2D electron gas we are considering, we have kF =
√
2pin, where n is
the electron density. The chemical potential is µ = kBT ln(eEF/kBT − 1) and the Thomas-Fermi
screening wavevector is kTF = 2mee2/~2.
3.3 Results
In Fig. 3.1, we present the exciton linewidth broadening due to elastic electron-exciton scatter-
ing for various doping densities. Experiments done for this work measure little linewidth boraden-
ing increase from n = 0 to 4 × 1012 cm−2 doping, and then an approximately linear increase of
about 40 meV in linewidth broadening from n = 4×1012 cm−2 to 8×1012 cm−2 at both T = 50 K
and T = 290 K.
Clearly, the calculated linewidth broadening due to elastic scattering deviates largely from the
experimental result. The decrease in the calculated linewidth broadening after peaks at n = 1012
cm−2 and n = 3× 1012 cm−2 at T = 50K and T = 290K, respectively, is due to the 1− fe factor
in Eq. 3.1. This effect, called Fermi blocking, leads to low scattering rates at high doping densities
because simultaneous energy and momentum conservation becomes difficult to satisfy when the























Figure 3.1: The doping-dependent linewidth broadening due to elastic electron-exciton scattering at T = 50
K and T = 290 K.
In Fig. 3.2, the calculated trion linewidth broadening due to elastic trion-electron scattering is
plotted along with the experimentally-measured intrinsic linewidth. The Fermi blocking effect is
observed to be less significant in the trion case as the linewidth broadening remains fairly constant






















Figure 3.2: The doping-dependent linewidth broadening due to elastic electron-trion scattering at T = 50 K
and T = 290 K.
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cm−2. These results are extremely similar to the experimental measurements, for which only small
changes of about 2− 5 meV are observed throughout the measured doping range.
This is the first study to calculate the intrinsic trion linewidth due to elastic scattering. Past
studies which have predicted the nearly linear increase in electron-exciton scattering rate as well
as the constant electron-trion scattering rate have always used an adjustable parameter to fit the
(predicted constant) trion linewidth. As mentioned in the introduction to this section, recent exper-
iments place the intrinsic trion linewidth at approximately 1− 4 meV [100]. Quite encouragingly,
our results from Fig. 3.2 are in quantitative agreement.
3.4 Conclusions
In this work electron and trion linewidths, as have been measured experimentally in WS2 as a
function of the carrier doping density at two different temperatures [103] were studied. At both
temperatures, a large exciton linewidth increase of about 40 meV was measured over the studied
doping range, while only modest increases of about 2-5 meV in the trion linewidth were mea-
sured. These experimental observations were proposed to arise from an elastic scattering process
between the exciton or trion and the free electrons present due to the doping of the material. The
elastic scattering model reproduces the trion linewidth results well (including the magnitude of
the intrinsic width of ∼ 1 meV as revealed by very recent experiments [100]) and provides the
first calculation of the intrinsic trion linewidth. However, the model fails to reproduce the large
increase in the exciton linewidth at large doping densities due to the Fermi blocking phenomenon.
This shortcoming will be resolved in the published work using a non-perturbative approach [104].
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CHAPTER 4
A NEW GW CUMULANT APPROXIMATION
4.1 Introduction
The development of methods that can accurately and affordably describe both the total elec-
tronic energy and the electronic excitations of complex systems remains a long-standing challenge
in both condensed matter physics and chemistry. Substantial progress has been made in recent
decades on the development of approximate approaches to calculate correlation contributions that
go beyond the Hartree-Fock level of mean-field theory. While density functional theory (DFT),
including its extensions to hybrid functionals, has emerged as an accurate and efficient means
of calculating many properties of both solids and molecules, systematic improvement of DFT is
challenging [105]. In particular, while the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues in the theory often give a re-
markably accurate band structure, there remain fundamental shortcomings with respect to properly
calculated excitation energies [106, 105]. More broadly, considering the proliferation of a myriad
of approximate exchange-correlation functionals, care must be taken in applications to assess em-
pirical evidence of the accuracy for specific classes of materials.
Separate from DFT, direct many-body methods based on wavefunctions have achieved im-
pressive accuracy, exemplified by coupled-cluster methods for finite systems [107] and quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) methods for extended systems [80]. These approaches are more numerically
challenging than DFT due to unfavorable scaling with system size (or complexity), but they are
often regarded as a “gold standard” when they can be applied. They are also typically more dif-
ficult to apply to excited state properties with the same accuracy. Nonetheless, recent progress is
encouraging for more widespread application to solids [108, 109, 110].
On the other hand, the more general language of Green’s function-based perturbation expan-
sions allows for the natural description of spectral features and quasiparticle properties of extended
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systems in a size-consistent manner [111]. In particular, the development of the GW approxima-
tion for calculation of the one-particle Green’s function [112] led to the first predictive calculations
of charged excitation energies in real materials [113, 114, 115, 116]. The extension to the Bethe-
Salpeter equation the two-particle Green’s function has correspondingly supported calculation of
the neutral excitations, such as those probed in optical absorption [106]. The development of sys-
tematic corrections beyond GW , including approximations to the vertex corrections and the use
of self-consistency, remains a subject of ongoing research [117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123,
124, 125]. Interestingly, the corresponding Green’s function-based method for the total electronic
energy has not been widely used, although several formulations have been investigated [119, 126,
127].
The homogeneous electron gas model in three dimensions (3D) has been widely used as a
model system for high-level electronic structure calculations because it captures essential features
of the electronic structure of simple metals while retaining a higher symmetry that allows for some
integrations to be performed analytically. In spite of this higher symmetry, no exact solution for
the Green’s function for this system exists, although practically exact correlation energies and
momentum-dependent occupation numbers have been calculated using different quantum Monte
Carlo variations (including the diffusion Monte Carlo method described in Chapter 2) [128]. Re-
sults based on G0W0 (the non-self-consistent first iteration of the GW approximation) show very
reasonable quasiparticle properties, but also an unphysical satellite structure (“plasmaron peak”)
about 1.5ωp below the quasiparticle peak, where ωp is the plasmon energy [129]. This is a surpris-
ing result since standard coupled electron-boson models would suggest a series of satellite peaks
near integer multiples of ωp below the quasiparticle peaks [21]. Calculations in which G was it-
erated to full self-consistency, conceptually part of Hedin’s original framework [112], indicated
further unphysical changes in the satellite region [117, 118], although the accuracy of such calcu-
lations has recently been called into doubt [125]. Self-consistent GW gives reasonable correlation
energies, but it was suggested that either vertex corrections [126] or an alteration to the calculated
polarization required to conserve particle number [125] were needed in addition to restore physical
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spectral properties.
The difficulty of describing satellite structures in the spectral function strongly suggests a
cumulant-based approach to approximately include vertex corrections [130]. This idea has been
extensively explored with a time-ordered formulation of G [131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 123, 136],
and has been successful in describing the satellite structure in metals and semiconductors [137,
138, 139, 140, 141]. The approach results in the expected satellite progression and slightly mod-
ifies the quasiparticle properties. In part, the exponential form imposed by the cumulant ansatz
leads to the inclusion of higher-order exchange-like diagrams that are only accessible in the stan-
dard GW formalism by way of vertex corrections. However, these higher-order diagrams do not
correspond exactly to standard diagrams in the time-ordered Dyson expansion. More generally,
the cumulant approach has not yet reached the formal level of sophistication that is afforded by
the standard diagrammatic apparatus that surrounds the Dyson equation. In particular, aspects re-
lated to self-consistency, conservation laws, and the one-to-one correspondence of terms within
the cumulant expansion to standard Feynman-Dyson diagrammatics require further investigation.
The time-ordered cumulant approach is limited by the serious drawback that it precludes the
possibility of positive spectral weight both above and below the chemical potential. Recently,
Kas et al. showed that the retarded Green’s function is a more natural quantity to employ with
the cumulant formalism, as it allows for the description of both particles and holes within one
spectral weight profile [142]. Compared with standard G0W0 [129], the retarded cumulant ap-
proach predicts more physical satellite properties, similar energies, but somewhat less accurate
wavevector-dependent occupation numbers for the 3D electron gas.
In this chapter, we take this retarded Green’s function perspective as a starting point to inves-
tigate and compare new cumulant-based GW schemes. We begin by giving an overview of the
homogeneous electron gas model before reviewing the Green’s function formalism and defining
the G0W0 approximation and related cumulant methods. Each approach is applied to calculate
the Green’s function for a system consisting of a single electronic state coupled to independent
bosons, for which the exact solution is derived in an appendix. The methods are then applied to the
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calculation of the electronic Green’s function for the full electron gas model system. Wavevector-
dependent occupation numbers and correlation energies are also calculated and compared to those
that result from standard G0W0 calculations and the known exact answers.
4.2 The electron gas (jellium) model
The 3-dimensional electron gas consisting of N particles in a volume Ω is described by the Hamil-
tonian


























V (|R1 −R2|), (4.4)
where V (r) = 1/r is the Coulomb potential and Ω represents the volume of the system, which
is usually taken to be cubic and periodic with some constant electron density n = N/Ω. After
careful determination of the action of the electronic creation and destruction operators upon a
wavefunction in the many-particle Hilbert space, the electronic part of the Hamiltonian can be










where the indices run over all one-electron states with the right symmetry. For the electron gas,
these states are ψkλ(r) = 1Ω1/2 e
ik·rηλ, where k = 2pia (kx, ky, kz) for kx, ky, kz integers, Ω = a
3,
and ηλ is a spin function. The electronic creation and destruction operators are defined by
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{cr, cs} = {c†r, c†s} = 0, (4.6)
{cr, c†s} = δrs, (4.7)
where the anticommutator {Aˆ, Bˆ} = AˆBˆ − BˆAˆ.









































3)−1, where a0 = ~2/me2 is the Bohr radius. The Wigner-Seitz radius rs is a measure of
the system’s density; many model metals of interest, including Sodium, have 1 ≤ rs ≤ 5. After
making the substitutions Ω = (rsa0)−3Ω, k = (rsa0)k, p = (rsa0)p, q = (rsa0)q, the system

























which makes evident the fact that the potential energy is a small perturbation in the limit rs → 0.
This is quite astonishing, as the rs → 0 limit is the limit of large electron density, i.e. more
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electrons!
For small rs, the ground-state energy can be approximated by solving the non-interacting (ki-
netic) part exactly, and then adding in the first-order contribution due to the interactions. Since the
non-interacting part is diagonal, its ground-state wavefunction will be the direct product of the N
lowest-energy plane waves. Using this state, the analytic form for both the non-interacting energy
and the first-order correction to the total energy can be determined an a straightforward manner.




(a+ brs + cr
2
s ln rs + dr
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≈ −0.916 Rydberg. If this
series is truncated after the first two terms, the result is the Hartree-Fock energy.
4.3 The Green’s function





where Ψ0 is the ground state of the Hamiltonian H , ψˆHα(xt) = eiHˆt/~ψˆα(x)e−iHˆt/~, T is the time-
ordering operator which places operators with later time arguments to the left of those with earlier





where the ψk run over all single-particle wavefunctions, which for the electron gas are the plane
waves defined above.
The Green’s function is a useful quantity because it can be used to determine the expected
value of all one-particle operators. It can also be used to obtain the energy of the ground-state,
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which is comprised of the one-particle operator Tˆ and the two-particle operator Vˆ . Physically,
the Green’s function describes the overlap between Uˆ(t, t′)ψˆ†Iβ(x
′t′)|ΨI(t′)〉 and ψˆ†Iβ(xt)|ΨI(t)〉,
where Uˆ denotes the time-propagator and the index I specifies quantities in the interaction picture.
These quantities correspond to a particle being created at (x′, t′) and propagated from t′ to t (the
former) and a particle being created at (xt) (the latter).
The Fourier transform of the non-interacting Green’s function (i.e. the Green’s function for the
Hamiltonian without the interacting part) is
G0αβ(k, ω) = δαβ
[
θ(k − kF )
ω − ωk + iη +
θ(kF − k)
ω − ωk − iη
]
. (4.14)
In essence, this describes the particle accumulating a phase eik(t′−t)/~ in the time t′ − t, where
k = ~2k2/2m. The infinitesimal parts result from the time-ordering operator in the Green’s
function. The θ-functions describe which states are filled in the ground state (those with k < kF ).



















where |Φ0〉 is the non-interacting ground state, Hˆ1 is the interacting part of the Hamiltonian, and
























each term of Eq. 4.15 can be evaluated using an application of Wick’s theorem.
The idea behind Wick’s theorem is to move all the destruction operators (which are present in
the field operators) to the right of the creation operators. Upon each reordering of field operators,
the fermionic commutation relations are applied and the resulting terms are carried along. In the
end, the full Green’s function G can be expressed as a sum of terms containing the interaction U
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Figure 4.1: Feynman diagrams for the zeroth- and first-order terms in the Green’s function expansion.



















′) + . . .
Each term of G can be depicted using a Feynman diagram, the simplest of which are drawn in
Fig. 4.1.
Evaluation of the terms in the Green’s function expansion quickly becomes difficult with in-
creasing order, as each nth-order term is a 4n-dimensional integral. Fortunately, the expansion can
be rewritten (“resummed”) using various tricks so that a representative infinite subset of the terms
can be evaluated fairly efficiently, even for material systems.





















whereG0k(ω) is the non-interacting Green’s function, Σ
∗
k(ω) is the proper self-energy, and Σ
I
k(ω) is
the improper self-energy [111]. The improper self-energy maps directly onto the Green’s function
expansion and contains every diagram without the leading and trailing G0k(ω) (cf. Eq. 4.19). The
proper self-energy, on the other hand, contains only those diagrams which are not broken by a
cutting a bare propagator (i.e. G0) line. Use of the proper self-energy allows for infinite subsets
of diagrams to be summed at the cost of explicitly evaluating only low-order ones. The proper
self-energy is defined schematically in Fig. 4.2a.
If the proper self-energy is truncated at first-order, the resulting theory can be shown to be ex-
actly Hartree-Fock. Although it is certainly a step in the right direction from the non-interacting
solution, it hardly justifies the formalism that has so far been developed. In fact, a larger subset
of diagrams can be summed at limited additional cost by resumming the interaction as well, lead-
ing to a screened interaction. Analogously to the self-energy, we define the improper and proper
polarization insertions ΠI and Π∗ to include those diagrams which are included in the full interac-
tion expansion. The proper polarization insertion is defined schematically in Fig. 4.2b. When the
proper polarization insertion is truncated at first-order (i.e. includes only the “bubble diagram”),
the result is the random-phase approximation (RPA) for electronic screening. The RPA model for
screening is widely used in electronic structure calculations of metals and semiconductors because
it captures important qualitative features of the electron gas, most notably plasma oscillations.
We are now ready to examine the GW approximation. In the non-self-consistent GW approx-
imation (G0W0), Σ∗k(ω) is truncated at first order and the RPA Wk(ω) is used in place of the bare
Coulomb interaction vk [111]:
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d3qdω′Gq(ω)Gk+q(ω − ω′). (4.23)
These equations are summarized schematically in Fig. 4.3.
Lundqvist [129] was the first to numerically evaluate the G0W0 self-energy in Eq. 4.21 for the
homogeneous electron gas. The azimuthal angle integration can be trivially completed. Next, the
contour of the frequency integral is turned to the imaginary axis. Residues that are collected result
in one two-dimensional integral; the remaining contour along the imaginary-ω axis results in a
Figure 4.3: The (a) self-energy and (b) polarization insertion used in the non-self-consistentGW (orG0W0)
approximation.
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three-dimensional integral which can be analytically simplified to a two-dimensional integral. (In-
terestingly, the simplification of this latter integral cannot be done for the two-dimensional electron
gas, i.e. it is more expensive to evaluate the self-energy for the system of lower dimensionality!)
The G0W0 approximation to the Green’s function results in a dramatic improvement to density
functional descriptions of electronic structure. In particular, G0W0 allows for finite lifetime of
states and a renormalization of the quasiparticle peak. It predicts a fairly accurate band structure
(cf. Fig. 4.5a below), momentum-dependent occupation numbers (Fig. 4.6), as well as correlation
energies (Fig. 4.7 and Table 4.1). Perhaps the most noticeable qualitative deficiency of G0W0 is
that it predicts an unphysical spacing between the quasiparticle peak and first satellite at the bottom
of the band (k  kF ); plasma oscillations of frequency ωP are the main source of scattering
at the bottom of the band, yet G0W0 predicts a satellite approximately 1.5ωP lower in energy
than the quasiparticle peak. Historically, the state associated with this peak was given the name
“plasmaron,” but today it is generally viewed as a spurious feature of the G0W0 spectral weight.
Motivated by this discrepancy, a more recent approach to calculating the Green’s function has
been developed. The G0W0 plus cumulant method exactly reproduces the solution for a single
electronic state coupled to independent phonons (cf. Eq. 4.28 below), and we will see that it also
predicts a more physical spacing of the satellite peaks at the bottom of the band.
The retarded cumulant ansatz is a resummation of Eqs. 4.18. It can be written as [142]
GRk (t, T ) = G
0,R
k (t, T )e
CRk (t,T ), (4.24)
where Ck(t, T ) is the time-local cumulant function and the “R” superscripts denote retarded quan-
tities.
When considered with Eq. 4.19, the cumulant ansatz for the retarded one-particle Green’s
function leads to a simple closed and exact relation between the improper Dyson self-energy and
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While it is clear that Eq. 4.25 trivially reduces to the standard Dyson equation, it should be noted
that such a simple direct and exact relationship between the retarded cumulant and improper re-
tarded Dyson self-energy has, to the best of our knowledge, not been noted before. Such a relation
is only possible when retarded quantities and the improper as opposed to the proper self-energy are
used. This relation implies new cumulant-like approximations distinct from earlier formulations.
For example, the lowest order expansion of the logarithm in conjunction with a retarded, improper















This equation for the cumulant (henceforth referred to as G0W0 with improper retarded cumulant,
or G0W0 IRC) is superficially nearly identical to the cumulant approach of Kas et al. (G0W0
proper retarded cumulant, or G0W0 PRC) [142], except that the improper self-energy is used in
place of the proper self-energy. To calculate the Green’s function within one of these two cumulant
schemes, a proper or improper retarded self-energy is first computed as in the G0W0 scheme. Then
the self-energy is inserted into the following Fourier- transformed version of Eq. (4.26) to find the
cumulant:






|ImΣRk (ω + k)|
ω2
(e−iωt + iωt− 1). (4.27)
Finally, the spectral weight for the Green’s function is obtained by taking a Fourier transform of
Eq. (4.24) [142].
Unlike standard G0W0 and G0W0 PRC, the cumulant approach outlined above no longer sums
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diagrams in order of the number of interactions, and is thus not perturbative in the interaction
coupling. Instead, the first cumulant in Eq. 4.26 contains diagrams of all orders of the interac-
tion. We emphasize that this fact renders the approach neither more or less accurate than the
more standard G0W0 and G0W0 PRC approximations. Regardless, the simplicity of the cumulant
formalism as outlined above does lead to important properties such as positive and normalized
spectral weight [142].
4.4 Results
To gain a first understanding of the implications of the G0W0 IRC approximation, we apply it to



















k are the annihilation and creation operators for the phonon states, c, c
† are those of
the electronic state, and c, λk are the excited state electronic energy and the phonon coupling,
respectively. We utilize an Einstein spectral density, J(ω) = gδ(ω − ωc). This is crudely reminis-
cent of the plasmon spectral density in the 3D electron gas. This model has been used previously
previously in the analysis of interaction effects for core-holes [144] and to develop models for va-
lence band spectral functions [126]. The model is solved exactly at zero temperature in the second
Appendix to this chapter.
For this model Hamiltonian in which the interaction propagator W has been replaced by its
phonon propagator analogue D, the G0D0 PRC approach gives the exact result for the spectral
weight [21]. In this regard our goal is not to compare with the standard cumulant approach, which
will of course in this model yield “better” results, but to gain an intuition for the expected spectral
features produced by the IRC method as well as to see which features of the approach are likely to
be well described.
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ω − ω′ − c + iδ
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ω − ωc − c + iδ , (4.29)
|Im Σ∗(ω)| = pigω2cδ(ω − (ωc + c)). (4.30)
The frequency integration was done by closing the contour in the lower imaginary half-plane. The
exact and approximate spectral functions are then evaluated as outlined in the previous section; the
improper self-energy is described by
|Im ΣI(ω)| = pig(1 + g)ω2cδ(ω − ωc(1 + g)− c), (4.31)











δ(ω − c + gω0) + g
1 + g











δ(ω − c + gω0 − ω0l(1 + g)), (4.34)
respectively. The exact solution describes a sequence of peaks separated by multiples of ω0 in
energy. The basic G0D0 (Dyson) approximation predicts just two peaks, a quasiparticle peak and
a satellite peak separated by ω0(1 + g), while the G0D0 IRC formulation predicts an infinite series
of peaks separated by ω0(1 + g). The G0D0 IRC spectrum inherits the unphysical spacing from
the G0D0 improper self-energy, which becomes correct only in the weak coupling (g  1) limit.
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Figure 4.4: A comparison of three distinct GW schemes. (a,c) The spectral weight for the 3D electron
gas with rs = 4.0. (b,d) The absolute value of the imaginary part of the proper self-energy, solved using
















where |〉 represents the direct product of the ground electronic state and all ground phonon states.
The G0D0 IRC spectrum, although inaccurate in its peak spacing, still encodes the correct first
energy moment. Thus, the IRC approach appears, within this simple toy model, to embody a
compromise between the standard cumulant and self-energy GW approaches. Furthermore, it
appears not to corrupt some important aspects of the problem, such as the existence of multiple
satellites and the value of the “correlation” energy.
The electron gas problem provides a more stringent and informative grounds for comparison of
the different approximation schemes because no known method, including theG0W0 PRC scheme,
yields the exact solution. Although the electron gas Hamiltonian differs significantly from the form
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Figure 4.5: Band structure for various GW schemes at rs = 4. Note that the G0W0 IRC contains multiple
satellites, similar to the G0W0 PRC case, but with a spacing that mimics the incorrect position of the G0W0
plasmaron peak.
function will still apply. In Fig. 4.4a,c, we present the spectral weight
Ak(ω) = − 1
pi
ImGRk (ω) (4.36)
for the 3D electron gas at density rs = 4.0 both at the Fermi energy and at the bottom of the band.
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Figure 4.6: The k−dependent occupation number n(k) for all three approximation schemes at rs = 4.0,
plotted against the “exact” QMC result [145, 146].
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full band structure is reported for all three calculation schemes in Fig. 4.5.
Both cumulant schemes improve the qualitative description of the satellite region at low k:
whereas the G0W0 scheme predicts just one satellite at an energy 1.5ωp below the quasiparticle
(QP) peak, both cumulant schemes predict a series of evenly-spaced satellites with decreasing
weights. The G0W0 PRC scheme predicts that these satellite peaks are separated by approxi-
mately the plasmon energy ωp, whereas the G0W0 IRC scheme inherits the (presumably unphys-
ical) ∼1.5ωp spacing from the G0W0 calculation, exactly as it did in the electron-phonon model
explored earlier. At and above the Fermi wavevector kF , the G0W0 IRC results are much more
similar to the G0W0 results as compared to those from the G0W0 PRC. Overall, the G0W0 IRC
scheme interpolates between the rounded spectral behavior of G0W0 at larger k and the multiple
satellite peak behavior of G0W0 PRC at lower k.
In addition to the spacing of satellite peaks, another unphysical feature of the IRC approach is
the appearance of spurious sharp quasiparticle resonances which are most apparent in the unoccu-
pied portion of the spectral function. These features can be easily removed in a manner that hardly
affects Ak(ω) for k ≤ kF , n(k), or corr/N (the latter two of which are discussed nex). The origin
of these features and the means for their removal are discussed in an Appendix of this chapter.
While the results for the 3D electron gas in the high frequency satellite wing suggest that the
G0W0 PRC is most accurate in this spectral region, these results shed little light on other properties,





The G0W0 IRC scheme performs similarly to G0W0, erring on the opposite side of the “exact”
quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) data [145, 146]. Notably, the G0W0 IRC occupation numbers match
the QMC results almost exactly for k < 0.9kF and k > 1.1kF ; although the scheme suffers from
unphysical satellite peak spacing at small k, it inherits rather accurate occupation numbers from
G0W0. The G0W0 PRC occupation numbers are not as accurate, and yield a QP renormalization
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rs G0W0 G0W0 PRC G0W0 IRC QMC
1 −0.0742 −0.0688 −0.0642 −0.0600
2 −0.0542 −0.0516 −0.0467 −0.0448
3 −0.0436 −0.0411 −0.0368 −0.0369
4 −0.0375 −0.0350 −0.0310 −0.0318
5 −0.0329 −0.0304 −0.0267 −0.0281
Table 4.1: Correlation energies of the 3D electron gas per particle corr/N in Hartrees for various GW
schemes and rs values [142]. QMC values are obtained from Vosco et al’s parameterization [147] of Ceper-
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Figure 4.7: Correlation energies of the 3D electron gas per particle corr/N for various GW schemes and rs
values compared with the “exact” QMC result. Exact values are reported in Table 4.1.
factor which is too small.
The accuracy of the occupation numbers in the G0W0 IRC approximation can be explained
using the self-energy spectra in Fig. 4.4b,d. The most significant dependence of the momenta
are on the weight of the main QP peak, which is determined by the slope of the real part of the
self-energy. Since the real and imaginary parts of the self-energy are related by a Kramers-Kronig
transform, the slope of the real part of the self-energy depends most strongly on the weight and
positions of the peaks in the self-energy spectrum closest to ω ' k. Since the G0W0 IRC self-
energy spectrum peaks are more similar to the G0W0 ones, one would expect the G0W0 IRC
momentum distribution near k = kF to more closely resemble that of G0W0. In particular, the
increased QP renormalization factor with respect to the G0W0 approximation is explained by the
slightly smaller peaks in the G0W0 IRC self-energy spectrum at k = kF .
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(ω + k)Ak(ω)dω, (4.38)
where k = k2/2 is the free-electron energy dispersion. The correlation energy per particle is
calculated using corr = ( − HF)/N , where HF is the Hartree-Fock energy. For the cumulant
schemes, µ is determined by enforcing the total particle number. These energies are reported in
Table I and plotted in Fig. 4.7. For reference, the results from fixed-node diffusion Monte Carlo
calculations of Ceperley and Alder [128] are shown based on the parameterization by Vosko and
coworkers [147]. The G0W0 IRC scheme yields significantly more accurate correlation energies
as compared to earlier schemes over this important range of rs values.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we motivate the use of the improper retarded self energy in the cumulant generating
function using Dyson’s equation. Non-self-consistent calculations of the spectral weight show that
the improper retarded cumulant (IRC) scheme predicts a series of multiple satellite bands with
a larger-than-expected spacing at the bottom of the band. However, compared to the G0W0 PRC
scheme, which predicts a series of satellite bands with a more physical ωp spacing, the IRC scheme
yields noticeably improved occupation numbers and correlation energies. This is promising in
the ongoing research directed to unified, efficient approaches for both total electronic energy and
excitation energies. Further work should be done to investigate other aspects related to the retarded
cumulant-based GW approaches discussed here, including self-consistency and the influence of
higher-order cumulants.
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4.6 Appendix: Spurious Sharp Quasiparticle Resonances at k > kF








(e−iωt + iωt− 1), (4.39)
which for the IRC demands that the integrand is constructed with ImΣI,R(ω + k). It should be
noted, however, that the geometric sequence that is the improper self-energy is ill-defined when
evaluated precisely on the energy shell since G0k(k) is divergent there. This divergence implies
ImΣI,R(k) = 0, resulting in a sharp quasiparticle-like feature in Ak(ω) superimposed on a smooth
continuum. This feature is most apparent for k > kF , as can be seen in Fig. 4.8a. Note that the
smooth continuum behavior is much like that of the standard G0W0 spectral function.




























Figure 4.8: Band structure for various GW schemes at rs = 4 and k = 3kF . The sharp quasiparticle
resonance predicted by G0W0 IRC is broadened by the bIRC and rIRC schemes.
rs G0W0 IRC G0W0 bIRC G0W0 rIRC QMC
1 −0.0642 −0.0643 −0.0600
2 −0.0467 −0.0467 −0.0448
3 −0.0368 −0.0363 −0.0369
4 −0.0310 −0.0304 −0.0308 −0.0318
5 −0.0267 −0.0260 −0.0281
Table 4.2: Correlation energies of the 3D electron gas per particle corr/N in Hartrees for the broadened IRC
(bIRC) and the renormalized IRC (rIRC) schemes.
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in the main text. For example, if the cumulant function Ck(t) is defined such that the evaluation
of ImΣk(ω + G0W0k ) is used as opposed to ImΣk(ω + k), then no spurious resonance appears.
In addition, Ak(ω) for k ≤ kF , n(k), and corr/N are essentially unchanged. The same outcome
occurs if the frequency of G0k(ω) within Σ
I,R





the quasiparticle lifetime associated with a standard G0W0 calculation.
These distinct regularization procedures do however alter the shape of Ak(ω) for k > kF as
shown in Fig. 4.8b. Table 4.2 shows the robustness of the correlation energies for the different
schemes; we do not replot Ak(ω) for k ≤ kF or n(k) because they are essentially unaltered
from Figs. 4.4,4.5,4.6. Overall, we find that the most important features of the IRC approach
are basically unmodified under the removal of these spurious resonances.
4.7 Appendix: Derivation of Electron-Phonon Green’s Function
In this section, we derive the exact zero-temperature solution for the electron-phonon model con-
sidered in this work. The solution for the T > 0 case contains mostly the same ingredients and can
be found in [21].







































where |g〉 refers to the ground electronic state and |e〉 refers to the excited electronic state (i.e.
c†|g〉 = |e〉 and c|e〉 = |g〉). Because (b† + b) ∝ x, the position operator, the excitation of the
electron has the effect of creating an electric field that couples to each phonon mode.
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The Green’s function is defined as
G(t) = −i〈g; {}|c(t)c†(0)|g; {}〉 (4.41)
= −i〈g; {}|eiHt/~ce−iHt/~c†|g; {}〉.
where |g, {}〉 refers to the direct product of the ground electronic state with all phonon states, each
having zero excitations.
Applying all operators to the right in turn, the Green’s function can be written simply as
G(t) = −i〈{}|eiHgt/~e−iHet/~|{}〉. (4.42)
The electronic index has been dropped in the wavefunctions because the operators Hg, He can






∣∣∣∣eiωkb†kbkt/~e−i(ωkb†kbk+Mk(b†k+bk))t/~∣∣∣∣nk = 0〉 . (4.43)
We’ve factored out the phase e−ict/~ due to the electronic excitation as well as split the Green’s
function into a product of contributions from each phonon mode. The latter is possible because the
phonon creation and annihilation operators for different momenta commute with one another.
For simplicity, we henceforth consider only a single term of the product in Eq. 4.43. Since
|nk = 0〉 is an eigenstate of the single-phonon hamiltonian ωkb†kbk, the first exponential can be
applied to the left to give 1, i.e.
〈0|eiωkb†kbkt/~e−i(ωkb†kbk+Mk(b†k+bk))t/~|0〉 = 〈0|e−i(ωkb†kbk+Mk(b†k+bk))t/~|0〉. (4.44)
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The latter constant contributes the term exp(i(M2k/ωk)t/~) to the Green’s function; the former
portion remains to be evaluated between the |0〉 bra and ket. Write Mk/ωk ≡ λk.
To begin, we show
exp(−iωk(b†k + λk)(bk + λk)t/~) = e−Sk exp(−iωkb†kbkt/~)eSk , (4.46)
where Sk = λk(b
†
k − bk). Since S†k = −Sk, we can insert the identity operator 1 = eSke−Sk
between each pair of operators in the power series expansion for eωkb
†
kbk . In this way, we see
exp(−iωkb†kbkt/~) = exp(−iωkb†kbkt/~), where A denotes e−SkAeSk .
We evaluate bk using direct applications of the commutator relation [bk, b
†
k] = 1, which implies










+ . . .
)
(4.47)
= bk + (Skbk + λk) +
1
2!





k + . . .












kbk) + . . .
= eSk(bk + λk).
Similarly, b†k = b
†
k + λk since [b
†
k, Sk] = λk as well, so that Eq. 4.46 has been proven.




To proceed, we apply a simple case of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula which states that
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for operators A,B satisfying [A, [A,B]] = [B, [A,B]] = 0, the relation eA+B = eAeBe−[A,B]/2
holds.















The two exponential operators towards the outside act as one because any higher term in their





























































iωkt/~− 1 + e−iωkt/~
))
. (4.52)
Now, within the Einstein model, all phonon frequencies are taken to be equal, i.e. ωk = ω0. In








Then the Green’s function of time simplifies to
G(t) = −ie−i(c−gω0)t/~e−g(1−e−iω0t/~). (4.54)
To compute the Green’s function as a function of frequency, we expand the double exponential














δ(ω − (c − gω0 + nω0)), (4.56)
which matches Eq. 4.32 exactly.
Physically, before the electron excitation is created, the phonons are in their ground states. At
the moment the excitation is created, the “equilibrium point” of each of the oscillators becomes
shifted so that the system wavefunction is now a superposition of new phonon eigenstates. Each of
these parts of the superposition is propagated in according to its energy, which is why the energies
of delta functions in the Green’s function are spaced by the amount gω0. The amplitude of each
delta function corresponds to the sum of the overlap between the initial system wavefunction and
























ω − (ǫc − gω0)
ω0
Figure 4.9: Spectral weight for the Green’s function of the electron-phonon model within the Einstein
phonon model for (a) g = 0.2 and (b) g = 5. Each vertical line represents a Dirac delta function with
weight corresponding to the height of the line.
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In Fig. 4.9, we plot spectral weights for two different values of the coupling constant g. For low
coupling constants (panel a), the system evolves mostly in the ground eigenstate of the new phonon
hamiltonian because the positions of the oscillators have not shifted a great amount (g < 1). For
larger coupling constants, the oscillators are shifted enough that the excited phonon eigenstates
play a more important role.
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